=:few vocations where life and work
. . .there are very

intersect as closely as in the art field.
It's difficult to tease out what is art and what is I ife.

-Mark

MD:I channel methodologiesfrom these various disciplinesCC: -The methodologies from science or history become a
or underlying template for your work.

:Exactly. A lot of my work comes from a romantic or

dc desire ID be knowledgeableabout many fields. The
can see my attempt to cry to learn about d e r disciplines.
crimes the results .irecomical. Sometimes my work might
a new question, given my pcrsptcave as an outsider to die

Dion

Education is an h p o m n i element in the way people make
art today. The future of contemporaryan relies on educauonal
programs, which prepare die next generation in bow w approach
,thecomplex argument ofartists. Education programsare one of
die few areas of the art worId that can concrerely measure how air
enriches die fives ofpeople.
CC:ljiitoridly, photography has been used to document,
archive, and catalog. From its inception, critics have questioned

Photogra hy can function as evidence
and it is somet ing that has to be used with
both foresight and temperance. -Dim
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to die genre. It was 2 big experiment. I did it in collaboration with
MD: My work is not cynical. Cynidsm is not what motivates
VMS. Bod) irony and humor are [aeries used in sat
Dana Sherwood,who was one of my travel companioi~iAlthough
but they
aren't the same. I don't think irony and analytical criticism work
it is not a medium that I use, I understand how important it if a;a
well together. Many artists only have one trick in their bag and the
tool I don't consider die website my project, but rather a separate
p
d project, where I amjust one of many authors.
resultingwork is cynicaL Con&,
humor and parody are rich
CC:Your work explores the binary relationshipsbetween
imponant tools. It's difficult to engage in a critical reladonship
truth/artifice and nature/culture,as well as examining die human
wirh culture and not use humor or parody. Parody is an esieniuu
connection to landscape.The Banrams project addresses tourism
component ofcounter culture. Art funcciona similarly in im
relationship to dominant culture.
and its rcbtionshjp to nature and culture.Could you claboratr on
your ideas about these themes?
The farewell speech wax a joke that included everyone in
MD:The louriuindusiry it a culturallydescriptiveone; one in
die room. We were playing between indating and deflating
expiations wirh the projtct in terms of its historical importance.
which we all participate in at some level. The places that I traveled
are places where the sophifchred reladomhip between tourism
Everything in the speech is truthful, but I'm comically framing it
and economics has been going on for a long time. Territories
in an impossibly formal way, using Bartram's English.
occupied by this industry are balanced by history.I t IS i f ~ n i ~
CC:You mentioned hclusivicy, I chink [hat's one of the gifts
that tourism is part of the movement that
thar humor brings if a point of accessibility for the audience and as
degrades culture, but that is the fulcrum for
a way to draw them in.
MD:Idiinkdiacisauc.
how tourism functions.1try to relate to this without
beingjudgmental.
CC: On the website, I believe it was in your opening speech
CC:Thar is evident in the websire and imeallarion-The
before your trip, you pledge to select, collect, preserve, and artfully
collecting of material and n
d ardfacts points to your
arrange objects and artifacts of narural and material culture for the
parricipation in the tourist culture. As viewers, we participate in
purpose of visual pleasure and intellectual edification.What do you
that culture through our consumption of your work.
hope your audience will take away from this collection?Are there
MD:I'm a part of chat cdcurc.That is my culture. At the
any responses that have surprised or upser you'
same ume, I have a critical, but not didactic, perspective. I hope
MD:When one first oncers the space, they encounter the
die viewers can subtly negotiate the collection ro arrive at some
display cue oflunch allipois. Some people come to die
conclusions.That is the artfulness of the work.
exhilition with a very narrow perspective or preconceived
CC:S o much ofcontemporary arc relies on irony as a means
assumptions. For the people who are invested in the historical
ro criticize some aspect ofculture or challenge existing ideologies.
reenactmentsennÂ¥bidttheir initial &on
is disappointmtnt.
In dunkingabour your artistic practice and hearing you speak
At die viewers navigaic die space,+gain a kind of appreciation
about your work, it's always struck me as the antithesis of ironic
of the work. O n e of the ways they do that if through the evidence
or cynical. While perusingthe websire and reading your firewetl
of the enormous amount oflabor involved, bothphysical and
speech, che tone mimicked Banram's period English,which could
intellectual. By the last room,they feel confident that thu is a
be construedas parody or irony. What is the purpose of humor in
serious endeavor and not a joke.
your work and how does this strategy question perception and/or
CC:What about the controversy over the Hate Archive, in
convention?
which you purchased kitsch objects relating m racial prejuAcc:1

In the exhibit, the objects are displayed in a case in their
original brown paper packing with the Hate A r c h i e
Not to Be Opened stamp on them. Some ofdie c r i b
questionedthe effectiveness ofyour intentions to take
those objects out ofcirculation vs. your consumptionof
die objects through your purchases.
MD:The Hate Arehivt is m a w to be a conirwtraai
piece. It's meant co interrogate. It's a. work h a t is in
dialogue with work fay my friend and artist Fred WilsoB
who has wed racialstereotypicalkitsch objects to bring
itsuesmdieforeground.Inawq,I'maddressingdie
same issues,bur taking the opposite t d c of keeping
(hemhidden and away (rom public consumption. Since
I'm not showing them to the public, the viewer has to
examine their own ideas h r this issue.
CC:What are you working on now?
MD:I'm doing 2 project in Berlin called T?K Tropia
I'm producinga model of ajungle retail shop, which can
only be found in isolated areas ofthe world. The shops
only carry a handful ofhems, which cater to gold miner
huncers,or people who find themselves in extremely
remote location*.It's not a model of a specific shop,
but more ofa generic hybrid. I've seen stores like this
in Tunisia, Malaysia, Venezuela, Guyana, and Central
America. I'm nyingro find specific products for the fho
and write signs in difierent hngmges, Its a very involvet
wd.complicated project.
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